Seventh Session, Commencing at 11.30 am

WORLD GOLD COINS
1894*
Costa Rica, mint one thousand five hundred colones, 1974
(KM.202). Uncirculated.
$1,250

1889*
Austria, one thousand schilling, 1976 (KM.2933).
Uncirculated.
$500

1895*
Cyprus, Archbishop Makarios, proof fifty pounds, 1977
(KM.47). With case of issue, FDC.
$700

1890
British Virgin Islands, Elizabeth II, proof one hundred
dollars, 1976 (KM.8). In pack of issue, FDC.
$300
Ex Jon Saxton Collection.

1891
British Virgin Islands, Elizabeth II, proof fifty dollars, 1980
(KM.28). FDC.
$70
Ex Jon Saxton Collection.

1892*
Canada, George V, ten dollars, 1914. Obverse field marks,
uncirculated/choice uncirculated.
$1,200

1893*
Ceylon, (Sri Lanka), Anonymous issue, Kahavanu, base gold
stater, 10th-11th century A.D., (4.31 g), Codrington type II
fine style, 'lotus and adahanda' series, type 111c (Jessamine
flower & chank type), (M.825, Cod.10, p.58, Pl.111, 54).
Good fine and scarce.
$150

1896
Czechoslovakia, two ducaty, 1938 (KM.9). Hairline in left
obverse field (mentioned only for accuracy), uncirculated
and very rare.
$10,000
Only 186 minted.
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1902*
France, Louis XVIII, twenty francs, 1814A (KM.706.1).
Good very fine.
$280

1897*
Czechoslovakia, trade coinage, five ducatu, 1933 (KM.13).
Uncirculated and rare.
$2,500
Only 1752 minted.

1903*
France, Louis XVIII, twenty francs, 1817A (KM.712.1).
Very fine.
$250

1898*
Czechoslovakia, medallic two dukaten, 1928 (Bruce.XM4)
Nearly uncirculated.
$300

1904
France, Napoleon III, twenty francs, 1855A, 1856A
(KM.781.1). Very fine. (2)
$450

1899*
Czechosolvakia, medallic four dukaten, 1928 (Bruce.XM4).
Nearly uncirculated.
$600

1905*
France, Third Republic, twenty francs, 1878A (KM.825).
Good very fine.
$250

1900*
Egypt, five pounds (1968) (KM.416) 1400th Anniversary of
the Koran. Uncirculated.
$1,000
1906*
France, Third Republic, one hundred francs, 1911A
(KM.858). Nearly extremely fine.
$1,250
1907
Germany, Hamburg, gold ten mark, 1877J (KM.600);
Weimer Republic, silver two mark, 1927A (KM.45); German
East Africa, silver quarter rupie 1906A, (KM.8); five heller
1908J (KM.11); 1914J (2), (KM.13); half heller 1906J
(KM.6). Mostly very fine a few better. (7)
$400

1901*
France, Empire, Napoleon I, twenty francs, 1812A, 1813A,
(KM.695.1). Good very fine; very fine. (2)
$550
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1914*
Italy, Kingdom of Napoleon, twenty lire, 1809M (Milan)
(KM.11). Good very fine.
$350

1908*
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm I, twenty mark, 1883A (KM.505).
Good very fine.
$350

part

1915*
Italy, Umberto, twenty lire, 1882 (KM.21). Nearly
uncirculated.
$300

1909*
Hungary, Franz Joseph, ten korona, 1894, 1911 and 1912
(KM.485). Extremely fine - nearly uncirculated. (3)
$400
1910
Iceland, Royal Mint proof set, 1974 (874-1974
commemorative) gold ten thousand kronur, silver one
thousand and five hundred kronur (KM.PS1). In case of
issue, FDC.
$700

1916*
Japan, Manen era, (1860-1867), gold koban (one ryo), (3.31
g), (KM.C22d, Fr.17, Jacobs/Vermeule B109). Good very
fine and rare.
$900

1911*
Indonesia, mint one hundred thousand rupiah, 1974
(KM.41). Uncirculated.
$1,250
1917*
Liechtenstein, Joseph Wenzel, ducat, 1758, restrike (KM.3b).
Uncirculated.
$250
1912*
Islamic, Persia, Zand, Karim Khan, (1116-1193AH, 17531779 A.D.), gold quarter mohur, Yazd 1187h, (2.51 g), (A
2791, KM.525.9). Good very fine.
$120

1918*
Liechtenstein, Joseph II and Gina, twenty five and fifty
franken, 1956 (KM.Y.15, 16). Choice uncirculated. (2)
$700

1913*
Israel, twenty lirot, 1960 (KM.30). Choice uncirculated.
$500
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1924*
Netherlands, Wilhelmina, ten gulden, 1913 (KM.149).
Extremely fine.
$300

part

1919*
Malta, fifty pounds, 1972 (KM.18) with silver two pounds
(KM.14). Uncirculated. (2)
$1,100

1925
Panama, proof platinum one hundred and fifty balboa, 1976
(KM.43). In case of issue, FDC.
$700

1920
Mexico, two pesos, 1945, two and a half pesos, 1945
(KM.461,3). Uncirculated. (2)
$150

1926*
Poland, Danzig, Johan II Casimir, ducat, 1658DL (KM.41.2).
Holed and piece cut out of circle at bottom, otherwise very
good.
$350

1921*
Mexico, ten pesos, 1906 (KM.473). Nearly extremely fine.
$350

1927*
Poland, twenty zlotych, 1925 (KM.Y33). Uncirculated.
$350

1922*
Monaco, Albert I, Prince, one hundred francs, 1891
(KM.105). Extremely fine.
$1,450
1928*
Romania, twenty lei (1906) (KM.37). Uncirculated.
$400

1923*
Nepal, mint one thousand rupee (1974) (KM.844).
Uncirculated.
$1,250

1929*
Russia, Alexander III, five roubles 1889 (KM.Y.42). Nearly
extremely fine.
$400
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1930
Russia, Nicholas II, five roubles, 1898 (KM.Y.62). Extremely
fine.
$200
In a slab by CMGS as EF40.

1931*
Russia, Nicholas II, five roubles, 1898 (KM.Y.62). Good
very fine.
$200

1932
Russia, Nicholas II, five roubles, 1898 (KM.Y.62). Nearly
extremely fine.
$200

1935*
Russia, Nicholas II, ten roubles 1898, 1899, 1901 and 1902
(KM.Y.64). Very fine - extremely fine. (4)
$1,400
1936
Russia, Nicholas II, ten roubles, 1899 (KM.Y.64). Nearly
extremely fine.
$400

1933*
Russia, Nicholas II, five roubles, 1898 (KM.Y.62); ten
roubles, 1899 (KM.Y.64). Nearly extremely fine; very fine.
(2)
$600

part

1937*
Russia, Nicholas II, ten roubles, 1899, all with AF on edge.
Very fine to extremely fine. (3)
$1,000

1934*
Russia, Nicholas II, seven and a half roubles, 1897 (KM.
Y.63). Very fine/good very fine.
$600

part

1938*
Russia, Nicholas II, ten roubles, on edge 03 (1) (illustrated),
AF (2) (KM.Y.64). Fine - very fine. (3)
$1,000

In a slab by CMGS as VF30.
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1941
South Africa, ZAR, Paul Kruger, one pond, 1898 (KM.10.2).
Fine.
$350
1942
South Africa, sovereign, 1927SA. Very fine.

1939*
Russia, chevronetz, 1978 (KM.Y.85). Uncirculated.

$350
$350

1943
South Africa, sovereign, 1927SA, jeweller's copy. Good
extremely fine.
$350
1944
South Africa, Republic, krugerrand, 1983 (KM.73).
Uncirculated.
$1,300

1945*
Spain, Charles II, eight escudos, 1700M, Seville mint, (26.51
g), (KM.233.3; Fr.218a). Has been mounted, otherwise very
fine and rare.
$3,000

1946*
Switzerland, Bern, duplone, 1796 (KM.152). Extremely
fine.
$1,700
Private purchase from Auckland Coin & Bullion Exchange Ltd in 1981.

1947
Switzerland, twenty francs, 1927B, 1935B (2), (KM.35.1).
Uncirculated. (3)
$750

1940*
Russia, USSR, Moscow Olympics, 1980, set of six gold one
hundred rouble coins, 1977-80 (KM.Y.151, 162-3, 173, 174,
186). In case of issue, FDC. (6)
$4,000

1948*
Taiwan, General Chiang Kai-shek, two hundred yuan (2009)
(KM.-) 60th Anniversary of Republic. Uncirculated.
$1,000
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1957*
USA, ten dollars or eagle, 1892, Liberty head. Date double
entered, some pitting on surfaces, possibly from mounting,
otherwise very fine.
$600

1949*
Tanzania, mint one thousand five hundred shillingi, 1974
(KM.9). Uncirculated.
$1,250

1950*
Thailand, Rama IX, four hundred baht (1971) (KM.Y.93).
Brilliant uncirculated.
$400

1958*
USA, ten dollars or eagle, 1900S, Liberty head. Relatively
unmarked surfaces, choice uncirculated and scarce in this
condition.
$1,000
1959
USA, ten dollars or eagle, 1900, Liberty head. Loop mounted
at top, good very fine.
$600

1951*
Thailand, Rama IX, four hundred baht (1971) (KM.Y.93).
Uncirculated.
$400

1960*
USA, ten dollars or eagle, 1907, Liberty head. Rim nick on
obverse at 2 o'clock, nearly extremely fine/extremely fine.
$650

1952*
Turkey, Muhammad V, twenty five kurush (1914) (KM.752).
Choice uncirculated.
$100
1953
Turkey, Muhammad V, one hundred kurush, AH 1327 Yr9
(1909) (KM.776). Edge knock, very fine.
$300
1954
Turkey, Kemal Ataturk, one hundred kurush, 1978 Monnaie
de luxe (KM.871). Extremely fine.
$200

1961*
USA, ten dollars or eagle, 1911, Indian head.
Uncirculated.
$750

1955
USA, gold dollar, 1851, Liberty head. Mounted through
the top, fair.
$50

1962
USA, twenty dollars or double eagle, 1904S, Liberty head.
Set in gold surround mount, nearly extremely fine.
$1,250

1956
USA, ten dollars or eagle, 1880, Liberty head. Scroll mounted
at top and surface marked, otherwise very fine.
$600
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1963*
International Year of the Child, 1979, UNICEF set of twelve
different half ounce gold coins, one each for Bolivia, Canada,
China, Dominica, Ethiopia, Jordan, Mongolia, Nepal,
Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey and United Arab Emirates. In case
of issue with certificates and leaflets, FDC. (12)
$7,500
Ex Spink Australia Sale (lot 1096).

WORLD SILVER & BRONZE COINS
1964
Austria, 1438-1915, one pfennig - five corona, assorted
dates and denominations, including two kreuzer, 1848A
(KM.2188); three kreuzer, 1820A (KM.2118), 1829A
(KM.2119); twenty kreuzer, 1842A (KM.2208); quarter
florin, 1858B (KM.2213); half thaler, 1817A (KM. 2153),
1830A (KM.2154); thaler, 1765, 1780S.F.(restrike), 1814G
(KM.2161), 1833A (KM.2165), 1857A (KM.2244); two
gulden, 1879 (Dav 31) 25th wedding anniversary of the
Emperor and Empress; florins, 1863A (KM.2219), 1873,
1886 (KM.2224); two florins, 1887 (KM.2233); also
Hungary, five corona, 1907 (KM.489). In a green album,
poor - uncirculated. (44)
$450
lot 1963 part

1965
Austria, Francis V, thaler, 1818B (KM.2162); Belgium,
Leopold III, five francs, 1874. Very fine. (2)
$100
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1971*
Bohemia, minority of Louis (Ludovic) I, guldengroschen
'Joachimsthaler'- of Count Stefan Schlick (1505-1526),
(28.78 g), no date (c.1517-1526), obv. Saint Joachim
standing dividing S-I with arms at lower left, obv.AR[MA]
DOMI[NOR]:SLI[C]:STE[FANI]:ET:FRA[TR]:COM[ITU]:
D:B[ ASATAUNI], rev. Bohemian lion, around LUDOVICUS:
PRIM:D[EI]: GRACIA:R[EX]:BO[EMIE]:, (Dav. 8138). Very
fine, slight tooling but very rare.
$700

1966*
Austria, Franz Joseph I, silver two florin, 1883 (KM.2222;
D.27). Brilliant, uncirculated.
$100

Ex Alan Jordan Collection.
Under Count Stephen in 1516 rich deposits of silver ore were discovered in
the Bohemian basin. It rapidly became at that place a thriving mining town. In
1517 the site was renamed Jachymov - in analogy to the Erzgebirge mountain
places named after saints Marienberg, Annaberg and Josef village. In 1520
Stephen and his brothers were awarded by the Czech parliament the right to
mint silver coins, with one side the coat of arms and a representation of the
Bohemian king (lion) and on the other side the holy Joachim with the coat
of arms of the Counts of Schlick. It is noteworthy that the document still
preserved, was written in Czech. It is refered to as the 'St. Joachim Thaler'.
This guldengroschen enjoyed tremendous popularity and its name was
quickly shortened to thaler, the name by which it was continued to be used
over the next four centuries. The name still lives on today in the American
dollar and the Russian ruble.

1967
Austria, silver one corona 1893 (2), 1895, 1905, 1913, 1914,
1915, 1916 (2); half schilling 1925, base metal ten heller
1915. Mostly extremely fine. (11)
$100
1968
Austria, fifty schilling, 1968 (2) (KM.2904.1); 1969 (3)
(KM.2906); five hundred schilling, 1980 (KM.2950).
Uncirculated. (6)
$90

1969*
Bohemia, Vratislav II (1061-1092), silver denar, Prague Mint,
(0.72 g), obv. ruler on throne, rev. crowned facing head of
Vratislav, (Fiala (Donebauer Collection) 315, Cach 347).
Flan crack, nearly extremely fine, very scarce.
$100

1972*
Bolivia, Philip IV, (1621-1665), cob four reales, assayer TR,
c.1643-4, Potosi Mint (13.62 g) (KM.17a). Double struck,
otherwise very fine, rare.
$150

1970*
Bohemia, Vratislav II (1061-1092), silver denar, Prague Mint,
(0.76 g), obv. ruler on throne, rev. crowned facing head of
Vratislav, (Fiala (Donebauer Collection) 315, Cach 347). Flan
crack, toned, nearly extremely fine, very scarce.
$100

1973*
Bolivia, Philip IV, cob eight reales, 1651, Potosi, assayer E
(as Calbeto 428), countermarked with crowned T as official
mark of revaluation to seven and a half reales (KM.C19.11
P.E). Flan crack, full circular flan, good fine and very rare.
$1,200
Ex Glendining Sale, 6 Oct 1976 (lot 224), Sydney Collector (C.E.Pitchfork),
Spink Australia Sale 31 (lot 3749) and K.A.Hicks collections.
lot 1971
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1979*
Canada, Queen Victoria, fifty cents, 1898 (KM.6). Nearly
extremely fine.
$150

1974*
Brazil, Bolivia host coin, Philip IV (1621-1665), cob eight
reales, Potosi mint, uncertain assayer and date, but c.1630s1640s (20.99 g), countermarked for Brazil for 600 reis in
1663 (KM.19.3), as well as 400? reis or 640? reis together
with monogram (ME) countermarked on reverse flan. Fine,
waterworn and rare.
$150
Ex Alan Jordan Collection.

1980*
Canada, George V, fifty cents, 1918. Attractive tone, matte
fields, choice uncirculated.
$900

1975
British North Borneo, five cents, 1903H, 1921H, two and a
half cents, 1903H (KM.4, 5); together with coin weight for
a Moidori (dated 1748). Very fine - extremely fine. (4)
$50

1981
China, The Tartar Dynasty, Jin Dynasty, Shi Zong, (A.D.
1161-1190), diameter 25 mm, four characters around, obv.
"Da Ding tong bao", rev. "You" above, (Hartill 18.47, Sch.
1089, TFP 1643). Hoard patination, otherwise fine - very
fine, scarce.
$120
1982
China, The Tarter Dynasty, Jin Dynasty, Shi Zong, (A.D.
1161-1190), diameter 25 mm, four characters around, obv.
"Da Ding tong bao", rev. "You" below, (Hartill 18.48, Sch.
1090, TFP 1644). Hoard patination, otherwise fine - very
fine, scarce.
$120

part

1976*
Burma, Pyu Coinage, Srikshetra, Period of the Funan
monarchy, type III, (A.D. 400-550), silver unit, (9.55 and
11.09 g), obv. stylised rising sun in a circle of dots, with
dotted border, rev. Temple with cross and dots in angles at
sides, one dot in triangular centre within, (cf.Robinson &
Shaw 3.5, cf.Mitchiner ACW 5238-5241; M.SEA 297). Very
fine or better. (2)
$250
1977
Cambodia, Norodom I, (1835-1904), silver eighth tical,
(8), obv. Hamza bird to left, character "Chi (luck)" above,
(KM.32.1). Mostly fine - very fine. (8)
$60

1983*
China, Yuan Dynasty (1280-1368), Emperor Wu Tsung
(1308-1311), large bronze ten cash, with nien hao of Chih
Ta issued 1310, in Mongol seal-writing, 41mm, (Hartill
19.46, Sch.1099, TFP 1733). Edge knocks, otherwise very
good - fine and scarce.
$140
1984
China, Yuan Dynasty (1280-1368), Emperor Shun (A.D.
1333-1368) issued 1351, one cash, diameter 25 mm, obv.
"Zhi Zheng tong bao" in regular script, rev. "Maw" in
Mongol script above, (TPF 1786, Hartill 19.94, Sch.1103).
Hoard patination, fine and rare.
$140

1978*
Canada, George V, twenty five cents, 1916. Toned, extremely
fine.
$50
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1985*
China, The Ming Dynasty, Si Zong, (A.D. 1628-1644), five
cash, diameter 34 mm, four characters around, obv. "Chong
Zhen tong bao", rev."Hu wu", (Hartill 20.329, cf.Sch. 1284,
TFP 2093). Green hoard patination, good fine, scarce.
$120

1988*
China, Empire, Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty (1644-1911),
Emperor Wen Zong (1851-1861), 56mm, four cash coin,
(66.55 g), Board of Works Mint, (Hartill 22.75x, Sch. -, TFP
-). Harshly cleaned, fine and apparently unlisted.
$70
The authenticity of this coin is uncertain as this denomination is not reported
in the literature.

1986*
China, The Southern Ming and Qing Rebels, Sun Kewang,
(A.D. 1648-1657), diameter 47 mm, ten cash coin, four
characters around, obv. "Xing Chao tong bao", rev. "Yi
fen", (Hartill 21.13, Sch. 1334, TFP 2143). Dirt attached,
nearly very fine, very scarce.
$120

1987*
China, The Southern Ming and Qing Rebels, Prince
Yongming, (A.D. 1646-1659), diameter 36 mm, ten cash
coins, four characters around, obv. "Yong Li tong bao",
rev. "Yi fen", (Hartill 21.79, Sch. 1321, cf.TFP 2133). Dirt
encrusted, very fine.
$120

1989*
China, Empire, Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty (1644-1911),
Emperor Wen Zong (1851-1861), 45mm, fifty cash coin,
Board of Revenue mint, (Hartill 22.707 [R12], Sch. -, TFP
-). Very fine.
$100
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1990*
China, Empire, Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty (1644-1911),
Emperor Wen Zong (1851-1861), 51mm, fifty cash coin,
Board of Works mint, (Hartill 22.762 [R11], Sch. -, TFP
2445). Very fine.
$100

1992*
China, Empire, Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty (1644-1911),
Emperor Wen Zong (1851-1861), 50mm, one hundred cash
coin, Xi'an, Shaanxi mint, (Hartill 22.950 [R10], Sch. -, TFP
-). Very fine, very scarce.
$100

1991*
China, Empire, Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty (1644-1911),
Emperor Wen Zong (1851-1861), 50mm, (56.57 g),
bronze one hundred cash coin, Henan mint mint, "Boo he"
(Hartill 22.848, Sch. -, TFP 2493). Fine - good fine and
very scarce.
$140
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1994*
China, Empire, Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty (1644-1911),
Emperor Wen Zong (1851-1861), 44mm, (34.66 g), bronze
fifty cash coin, Zhili mint mint, "Boo jyi" (Hartill 22.1052,
Sch. -, TFP 2452). Very fine and very scarce.
$120

1995*
China, Empire, Ch'ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver drum
shaped sycee ingot, similar to type Shandong Province pure
silver ingot, ten taels or ten ounce type (350 g.), with block
of two identical groups of characters, (cf.Cribb type XLC
[Pl.49] for similar size and characters. Very fine and rare.
$600

1993*
China, Empire, Qing (Ch'ing) Dynasty (1644-1911),
Emperor Wen Zong (1851-1861), 71mm, one thousand
cash coin, Xi'an, Shaanxi Mint, with stamp 'guan' on the
rim at the bottom, (Hartill 22.954 [R5], Sch. -, TFP 2503).
Very fine and rare.
$450

1996*
China, Empire, general issue, at Tientsin Central Mint, silver
dollar, 'Tai Ching Ti Kuo', undated (c1907), (KM.Y.14).
Toned, very fine.
$120
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1997*
China, Empire, Chihli Province, silver dollar, Pei Yang
Arsenal type, year 23 (1897), (KM.Y.65.1). Very fine and
rare.
$150

2002*
China, Provincial, Kiang Nan, dollar (1899) (KM.145a.3).
Very fine.
$200

1998*
China, Empire, Chihli Province, silver dollar, Pei Yang type,
period at end of legend, year 34 (1908) (KM.Y.73.2). Lightly
toned, nearly extremely very fine.
$300
1999
China, Empire, Chihli Province, silver dollar (1908) (KM.
Y.73.2). Softly struck, very fine.
$100

2003*
China, Provincial, Kiang Nan, dollar (1904) (KM.145a.12).
Weakly struck in legend, bright and good very fine.
$100

2004*
China, Kwangtung Province, possible modern copy of silver
dollar, obv. 'Kuang-hsu Yuan-pao, 7 mace and 3 candareens',
rev. dragon emblem,in centre 'made in Kwangtung Province'
below denomination etc. original type issued 1889, diameter
39mm, thickness 2.5mm, weight (27.32 g), (cf.Kann 16,
KM.Y.198). Delightful grey and blue patination, about as
struck, nearly uncirculated.
$350

2000*
China, Empire, Fengtien Province, silver dollar, Yr 24 (1898),
(KM.Y.87). Lightly toned, nearly extremely fine, rare.
$200

Ex Alan Jordan Collection.
The issue is very rare. This piece has correct weight, thickness and diameter
as published by Kann, however the striking is weak, it comes from different
dies to the Baldwin published example. The Chinese letters in some cases
shows doubling on several characters but that could be from lack of initial
pressure on the dies as the dragon itself shows weakness on the high point
of its scales.

2005
China, Sinkiang, Kwang Hsu, as an issue of Rebel Coinage
of Yakub Beg (1864-1877), silver half miscal with Turki
inscriptions of crude style, dated [12]91? with reversed
number 9, (KM.C.37.1 variety). Fine - very fine.
$100

2001*
China, Empire, Hupeh Province, Hsuan T'ung, silver dollar,
not dated (issued 1909-1911), rev. facing dragon (KM.
Y.131). Good very fine.
$100
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2006*
China, Q'ing Dynasty (1644-1911), silver five ounce
rectangular shaped ingot, attributed to Jiangxi Province
1847, and cast at the Jiangxi Provincial mint, (200 g), 43x54
mm, obv. 'heavy money of the Daoguang Period' rev. centre,
Official coin Bureau exactly five ounces'; about edge Great
Q'ing Dynasty Jiangxi Province, ding-wei year ie. 1847;
[Cribb Pl.71 F52 illustrates a forgery of this ingot]. Very
fine and rare.
$250

2007*
China, Q'ing Dynasty (1644-1911), large silver rectangular
shaped ingot, (500 g), 127x42x10 mm, obv. 'Good fortune
blessing' centre has dragon and phoenix, number thirty
below, rev. three small countermarked characters, (Cribb
-). Very fine and rare.
$450

2008
China, Republic, Yunnan Province, silver half dollars, not
dated (c.1911-1915), obv. facing dragon, rev. legend, (KM.
Y.257). Very fine or better. (3)
$120

2009
China, Republic, Yunnan Province, silver fifty cents, undated
(1949) (KM.Y.257.3); China, multiple cash including iron
issue of Ren Zong (1022-1063), (Hartill 16.143); Shen Zong
(1068-1085), (Hartill 16.199); Hui Zopng (1101-1125),
(Hartill 16.407); others (2) as cast copies. Mostly fine with
some oxidation. (6)
$70

224

2010*
China, Republic, Yunnan Province, silver dollar, not dated
(c.1920-2), obv. facing dragon, rev. legend, (KM.Y.258.1).
Tone spots uneven, otherwise good very fine.
$100

2014*
China, Republic, Sun Yat-sen, silver dollar, Yr 21 (1932) birds
over junk (KM.Y.344). Extremely fine and very scarce.
$1,000

2015*
China, Republic, Sun Yat-sen, silver dollar, Yr 21 (1932)
birds over junk (KM.Y.344). Toned, with surface marks,
good very fine.
$500

2011*
China, Republic, Sun Yat Sen dollar (1912) (KM.Y.319;
L&M 42). Lightly toned with full subdued original mint
bloom, specimen-like strike, with raised rims, nearly FDC
and very rare as such, one of the finest known.
$5,000

2016
China, under Republic, silver Junk dollars (3) year 23,
(1934), (KM.Y.345). Extremely fine - uncirculated. (3)
$250

In a slab by NGC as MS64. Ex Spink Australia Sale 2B (Nov 1978) (lot
67).

2017
China, Republic ten cents year 27 (1938), year 28 (1939),
another year 29 (1940); (KM.Y.349, Y.360). Uncirculated.
(3)
$100
First coin slabbed by PCGS as MS65; others slabbed as MS63.

2012*
China, Republic, dollar (yuan), undated (1912), (KM.
Y321.1). Toned, good very fine.
$300
2013
China, Republic, silver dollar, Yr 3 (1914) (Y.329); Memento
dollar (holed) 1927 issue; Yunnan Province fifty cents (KM.
Y.257); Empire, Kwang Tung, silver twenty cents; KiangNan ten cents silver; copper 50 cash Szechuan Province,
1912 (KM.449); other ten cas (3); various cash and charms
(5) including Emp. Hui Zong (1101-1125) large 10 cash
(Hartill 16.407, Schjoth 622); Wen Zong (1851-1861), ten
cash Hangzhou, Zhejiang mint, (Hartill 22.1030, Schjoth
1593). Very good - very fine. (14)
$100

2018*
China, Republic, Hunan Province, silver dollar, issued year
11, 1922, issued to commemorate Provincial Constitution
in Hunan Province, (KM.Y.404). Toned, nearly extremely
fine and very scarce.
$750
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2023*
China, Q'ing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, uncertain emperor but
issued in the 17-19th century, round no character charm
with square hole, 40mm, in bronze, (19.29 g), obv. lotus
flowers on obverse, rev. plain, (Zhong guo hua qian No.29,
p.7, cf.Schjoth 5 [pl.118]). Very fine and rare.
$70

2019*
China, Republic, Kansu Province, obv. Yuan Shih-kai silver
dollar, year 3, (1914), (KM.Y.407). Toned, very fine or
better and rare.
$1,000

Schjoth suggests the type probably a Sung dynasty issue.

2020
China, Republic, mostly Kwangtung Province, includes
twenty cents (KM.Y.423), year 1912 (2), year 3 (1), year 8
(1), year 9 (3), year 11 (4), ten cents (KM.Y.425) year 18
(3); Yuan Shih-Kai dollar year 3 (1); Sun Yat Sen Memento
dollar (1927) issue. Mostly very fine. (16)
$250

2021
China etc., an interesting accumulation of dollar size coins of
China that are either forgeries, copies or fantasies (10); Japan
fantasy dollar; Thailand copies and fantasies (2); copies of
dollar size coins from French Indo China, Mexico, Turkey;
Russia copy of gold 10 roubles 1759 in base metal; others
mostly in copper (7). Mostly fine - very fine. (24)
$100

2024*
China, Q'ing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, uncertain emperor but issued
in the mid 19th century, round good luck inscriptional
charm with square hole, 50mm, in bronze, (60.62 g), obv.
inscription reading with four characters 'unbroken harmony',
rev. standing figure filling entire charm, (cf.Zhong guo hua
qian No.189, p.47[smaller size], cf.Glover Collection 1805
for obverse). Very fine and rare.
$100

2022*
China, Sinkiang, silver sar (tael), Kashgar mint, dated A.H.
1325, (35.28 g), type with three Chinese characters at top,
(KM.Y.26.2). Toned, very fine and rare.
$600
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2026*
China, Q'ing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, uncertain emperor but
issued in the mid 18-19th century, round multiple characters
religious poem inscriptional charm with round hole, 53mm,
in bronze, (65.80 g), obv. and rev. are inscription reading
with a lotus flower surround above the characters, partial
reading 'Wu Tzu Teng K'o' (May five sons attain the higher
literary degrees etc) (Zhong guo hua qian No.332, p.77 [but
larger], Glover 1741 but smaller). Fine and rare.
$70

2025*
China, Q'ing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, uncertain emperor but
issued in the mid 19th century, round prosperty, good luck
inscriptional charm with round hole, 47mm, in bronze,
(29.93 g), obv. inscription reading with four characters, 'The
appearance of the good omen of the dragon and phoenix',
rev. dragon and phoenix, with 'happiness' and longevity'
characters in field, (Zhong guo hua qian No.280, p.84).
Good fine and rare.
$100

2027*
China, Q'ing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, uncertain emperor but
issued in the mid 19th century, round prosperty, good luck
inscriptional charm with square hole, 47mm, in bronze,
(28.33 g), obv. inscription reading with four characters
'peace, good luck and prosperty', rev. flowers on stems,
bird on branch and butterfly, (Zhong guo hua qian No.410,
p.102, Glover Collection 1886). Good fine and rare.
$100

lot 2026
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2030*
China, Q'ing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, uncertain emperor but issued
in the mid 19th century, round good luck inscriptional
charm with round hole, 49mm, in bronze, (34.33 g), obv.
inscription reading with four characters 'one million percent
profit', rev. four Chinese characters, (Zhong guo hua qian
No.944, p.201, cf.Glover Collection 1779 for obverse). Very
fine and rare.
$100

2028*
China, Q'ing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, uncertain emperor but issued
in the 19th century, round horoscope inscriptional charm
with round hole, 53mm, in bronze, (26.59 g), obv. inscription
reading of four characters including long life, rev. standing
figure (god of happiness) on right with sceptre, another figure
on left with stork (longevity) above and tortoise below, (cf.
Zhong guo hua qian No.432, p.112). Fine and rare.
$70

2029*
China, Q'ing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, uncertain emperor but issued
in the mid 17 - 18th century, round multiple characters mint
name inscriptional charm with round hole, 43mm, in bronze,
(25.26 g), obv. and rev. are reading the first characters of
the names of the mints made during the reign of K'ang-hsi
1662-1723, (Zhong guo hua qian No.921, p.195, Glover
1741 but smaller). Fine and rare.
$70

lot 2031
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2031*
China, Q'ing (Ch'ing) Dynasty (1644-1911), Emperor
Ch'ien Lung (Gao Zong), (1736-1795), broad rim charm,
obv. "Qian Long Tong Bao", rev. dragon and phoenix with
characters in centre between above and below, (Zhong guo
hua qian No.1364, p.289). Fine and rare.
$240
The dragon symbol on the reverse is used to represent the emperor and the
phoenix to represent the empress, together both representing the aspects of
imperial power.

2033*
China, Q'ing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, uncertain emperor but issued
in the mid 19th century, round religious inscriptional charm
with round hole, 43mm, in bronze, (19.88 g), obv. inscription
reading 'May the wrath of the God of Thunder destroy the
devils and send down purity! May bogies be killed and thus
free us from evil influences and keep us eternally safe! Receive
this command from T'ai-shang lao-chun (ie Lao Tzu) and let
it be executed as fast as Lu Ling, rev. the eight diagrams of
Fu Hsi and corresponding Chinese characters', (Zhong guo
hua qian No.1639, p.376, Schjoth 92). Very fine and rare.
$120

2034*
China, Q'ing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, uncertain emperor but issued
in the mid 19th century, round incanation inscriptional
charm with round hole, 54mm, in bronze, (51.73 g), obv.
inscription reading with five vertical rows down the charm,
rev. the eight diagrams of Fu Hsi and corresponding Chinese
characters', (Zhong guo hua qian No.1642, p.378, cf.Schjoth
92 for reverse). Very fine and rare.
$100

2032*
China, Q'ing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, uncertain emperor but issued
in the mid 19th century, round horoscope inscriptional
charm with round hole, 71mm, in bronze, (59.60 g), obv.
inscription reading with the 12 signs of the Zodiac on the
outer edge, rev. standing figure on right, with dragon and
demons being driven away on left, with Chinese characters
'Chang T'ien Shih' (Heavenly Precepter [parton of the Taoist
sect]), (Zhong guo hua qian No.1538, p.351, Glover 1654,
p.154). Fine and rare.
$70
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2038
China, Q'ing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, coinlike charm, modified
characters covering uncertain ruler with Gansu mint reading
on reverse, both sides with a broad rim decorated on both
sides with symbols, 32mm, (14.04 g). Very fine and very
rare.
$100

2039*
China, Q'ing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, coinlike charm, modified
characters covering uncertain ruler with Gansu mint reading
on reverse, both sides with a broad rim decorated on both
sides with symbols and birds, 32mm, (11.70 g). Good very
fine and very rare.
$100

2035*
China, Q'ing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, uncertain emperor but issued
in the mid 19th century, round religious inscriptional charm
with round hole, 43mm, obv. inscription reading 'a long life,
wealth and honour, a hall full of gold and jade' surrounded
by eight symbols, rev. Liu Hai on right with money line,
toad, bat and peach twig, (Zhong guo hua qian -, Schjoth -,
cf.Glover 1811). Fine and rare.
$100

2036*
China, Q'ing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, 'Shun Zhi tong bao',
Emperor Shi Zu, (1644-1661), coinlike charm, modified
characters for Taiyuan, Shanxi mint on reverse, both sides
with a broad rim decorated with symbols on obverse and
fish on reverse, 32mm, (13.91 g), rev. 'Boo to left, 'Yuan' to
right. Very fine and very rare.
$100

2040*
China, late Qing dynasty 19th century, a finely decorated
and ornamental base metal (silvered) tea caddy with handle
featured with various scenes (including people) on all faces
and top, the base inscribed in two rows 'Yuan Da (year);
De Ming (maker); 150x124x90 mms. Very fine and a rare
example of late Qing dynasty art.
$300

2037*
China, Q'ing (Ch'ing) Dynasty, 'Qian Long tong bao',
Emperor Gao Zong, (1736-1795), coinlike charm, modified
characters covering both Board of Revenue and Board of
Works mint on reverse, both sides with a broad rim decorated
with symbols both sides, 28mm, (7.60 g). Good very fine
and very rare.
$100
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2045
Cook Islands, Elizabeth II, proof one ounce .999 fine silver
one dollars (2); replica 1909 and 1910 florins, Perth mint
issue with certificate 608/1000; Burmuda, proof set, 1970
(Royal Mint); Canada, proof set, 1997; cased dollars, New
Zealand, 1974 (2), Western Samoa, 1974; USA, Kennedy half
dollar, 1964. In cases of issue, uncirculated - FDC. (7)
$70
Ex Jon Saxton Collection.

2046
Crusaders, Frankish Greece, Achaea, Philippe de Taranto.
1306-1313, silver denier, (0.64 g), Clarentza mint, obv.
cross pattee, rev. chateau tournois, (CCS 26a); Italy, Lucca
city, Enrico II (1004-1024), silver denaro (0.91 g). obv. H
monogram, rev. traces of ENRICUS with centre LV CA with
central pellet, (Biaggi 1056); France, Valence, Feudal issue
of Bishops of Valence, 12-13th century, silver denier, obv.
cross pomme with annulet in fourth quarter, rev. +VRBS
VALENTIA, winged angel or eagle facing (P d'A 4690, [Pl.
CII, 19], Roberts 4782, Metcalf 19-40, [Pl. 2]). Fine - very
fine. (3)
$100
2047
Danzig, ten pfennig, 1923 and 1932 (KM.143, 152); half
gulden, 1932 (KM.153). Fine; very fine; extremely fine. (3)
$130
2041*
China-Japan, large copper charm, 58mm, (42.73 g), obv.
four characters within ornamental frame, around a square
hole, rev. lotus flowers and leaves, raised border, (cf.
Schjoth 3 Pl.118). Cast with a high level of sensitivity and
sophistication, very fine and rare.
$100
2042
China, assorted types of mostly copies, forgeries and fantasies
in base silver as dollar size pieces (7); 35mm + fantasy cash
like issues (7) and fantasy spade, together with very poor
genuine cash with heavy green oxidation (4). Poor - very
fine. (19)
$30

2048*
Denmark, Christian IV, mark, 1617 (KM.52). Good very
fine.
$250
2049
Denmark, Christian IX, silver commemorative two kroner,
40th anniversary of reign, 1905 (KM.802); silver four skilling
rigsmont 1871, (KM.775.2); Sweden, fifty ore 1924W
(KM.796). First two extremely fine or better, last fine. (3)
$150

2043*
China, fantasy dollar under Communist Control, struck in
base metal as a pattern for the silver issue, obv. Lenin bust
to right, rev. hammer and sickle, (cf.K-B73, Bruce 850).
Extremely fine, very rare.
$250

part

2050*
East Africa, small collection containing one shillings (3),
1924 (2) (one illustrated), 1952, (KM.21, 31); fifty cents
(3) 1937H, 1960, 1963, (KM.27, 36); ten cents, 1964H
(KM.40) (2); five cents, 1936, 1963 (2), 1964 (2), (KM.23,
37, 39), one cent 1959H (KM.35). Mostly extremely fine
- uncirculated many with original mint bloom. (14)
$160

2044
Cook Islands, Perth Mint, proof silver and coloured ten
ounce ten dollars, 2000, Planetary Alignment. In case of
issue with certificate, FDC.
$200
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2051
Egypt, one fortieth - twenty qirsh, various dates, noted silver
twenty qirsh, AH1327 Yr 4 (1911) (KM.310). The copper
coins with some mint red, fine - extremely fine. (9)
$100
Returned to Australia by a WWI digger.

2059*
Fiji, George VI, florin, 1938. Lightly toned, choice
uncirculated and rare, the finest known.
$1,000

2052*
Ethiopia, Menelik II, half birr 1887A (KM.4). Toned,
uncirculated.
$800
In a slab by PCGS as MS63.

2060*
France, Valence, Feudal issue of Bishops of Valence, 12-13th
century, silver deniers, obv. +S APOLLINARS, cross pomme
with annulet in fourth quarter, rev. +VRBS VALENTIA,
winged angel or eagle facing (P d'A 4690, [Pl.CII, 19],
Roberts 4782, Metcalf 19-40, [Pl. 2]). Fine - very fine. (2)
$120

2053*
Fiji, George V, shilling, 1934. Beautifully toned, gem
uncirculated.
$300

These coins were one of the two preferred types to circulate in the crusader
states in the twelth century.

2054
Fiji, 1934-1964, halfpenny - florin, mixed quantities of
assorted dates, including 1934-1945 silver issues (.260kg);
penny, 1936 (24); also a small quantity of decimal issues.
Good - uncirculated. (100s)
$200
2055
Fiji, 1934-1965, complete in press-in album; Territory of
New Guinea, 1935-1945, complete (11 coins) in press-in
album, better than average. Fine - uncirculated. (99)
$300

part

2061*
France, Provincial, Provence, issued by Alphonse IIRaimond- Berenger IV,. 1185-1245, silver denier - Royal
coronat (0.83 g), Marseilles mint, obv. REX ARA GONE,
crowned head left, rev. PO VI NC IA, long cross patt e, with
three pellets at each limb, (Duplessy, F odales 1611; Boudeau
807 (as Alphonse); Rolland 11 [as Alphonse II]; Poey d'Avant
3930 var. [obv. legend; as Alphonse II]) (ilustrated); together
with AE 17 of Philip IV of Spain (1621-1665) for ITALY,
Milano (Duchi), copper quattrino (1.94 g), obv. Bust right,
rev. crowned serpent devouring a man, (CNI V 192; Crippa
28). First coin lightly toned and extremely fine, second fine.
(2)
$100

The second ex Geoff K.Gray Sale (lot 316).

2056
Fiji, date set of halfpenny - florin, 1934 - 1968, missing 1949
halfpenny, 1960 threepence, 1941 shilling, 1935, 1937 and
1945 florin. In a Dansco press-in album, fine - uncirculated.
(89)
$150
2057
Fiji, George V, shilling, 1935 (KM.4). Uncirculated.
$50

Mid-12th century Provence is a perfect example of the complex systems
of marriage alliances that characterized European politics at the time. The
Catalan rulers of Aragon desired lands in southern France, but these were
held by the counts of Toulouse. As the ruler of Toulouse, Raymond IV, was
excommunicated and thus out of favor of the church, Raimond-B renger III
of Barcelona was able to obtain permission to marry Douce I, countess of
Provence, and the two ruled jointly until Douce's death. The territory would
remain in Aragonese hands through the House of Barcelona until Raimond IV
(V) died without male heirs in 1245. The title would then pass to his daughter,
Beatrice, and her husband, Charles d'Anjou. (courtesy of CNG).

2058*
Fiji, George V, florin 1936. Choice uncirculated.
$500
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2062*
France, Charles VI, (1380-1422), silver blanc dit Guener,
issue of 1389, obverse, + KAROLVS FRANCORV REX
around with round Os, shield with three lis, reverse, cross
with fleur de lis and crown, respectively in each angle, around
+ SIT NOMEN DNI BENEDICTV, (Lafaurie 381a, Duplessy
377A, Ciani 507). Toned, nearly very fine and scarce.
$150
2063
France, Napoleon, year 14K (1806 Bordeaux), silver quart
or quarter franc, (KM.654.6). Toned, fine and very rare.
$100

2067*
Germany, Nurnberg City, in name of Franciscus I, silver
thaler, 1758, eagle with sword and sceptre over two shields,
(KM.C.73, D.2485). Extremely fine and scarce.
$600
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 50 (lot 3866) and Sale 81 (lot 1756).

In a slab by APCGS as F 12.

2064
French Colonial, Indo China fifty cents 1946, ten cents 1940,
five cents 1939 (2), one centime 1893A; French Guiana, ten
centimes 1846A, (KM.A2). Mostly very fine. (6)
$50
part

2068*
Germany, Bavaria, Ludwig II, five mark, 1875D; Prussia,
Wilhelm I, five mark, 1876B, Friedrich Wilhelm III, thaler
1830A; Russia, Alexander II, poltina or half rouble, 1861
(KM.Y.24). Fine - good extremely fine. (4)
$250
part

2069
Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm II, silver three mark, 1911A, three
marks, 1913A, uniformed bust, 1913A (2) commemorative
100 years defeat of Napoleon, (KM.527, 534, 535). Very
fine - uncirculated. (4)
$150

2065*
German East Africa, five heller, 1908J, (KM.11), twenty
heller, 1916T (copper) (2), (brass) (2, one with pointed tops
on Ls) (KM.15, 15a); half rupie, 1891 (illustrated), 1910J
(KM.3, 9). Some coins very scarce, fine - nearly uncirculated.
(7)
$200

2070*
Germany, Wurttemberg, Karl, five mark, 1876 F (KM.623).
Toned, nearly extremely fine.
$350
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 73 (lot 1889).

2071*
Germany, Empire, mark, 1900J (KM.14). Nearly
uncirculated.
$100

2066*
Germany, Augsburg, Franciscus I, thaler 1765, flowered edge
(KM.184; D.1930). Lightly toned extremely fine.
$400
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2080
Hong Kong, Queen Victoria, five cents, 1897 (KM.5). Toned,
uncirculated.
$100

2072
Germany, Empire, silver one mark 1910A; half mark 1905J,
1907J, 1916E; twenty pfennig 1876A, 1876F. Mostly
extremely fine. (6)
$60

In a slab by NGC as MS62.

2073
Germany, 1761-1941, mostly minors and silver issues (over
100), up to three mark size (4), includes some colonial,
German East Africa (6). All in black plastic album, fair extremely fine. (606)
$1,500
2074
Germany, commemorative silver five mark, Gutenberg
1968G; Max von Pettenkofer 1968D; Fontane 1969G;
Mercator 375th anniversary 1969F, (KM.122, 123.1, 125.1,
126.1). Uncirculated. (4)
$90

2081*
Hong Kong, Queen Victoria, twenty cents, 1892H (KM.7).
Good extremely fine.
$100

2075
Germany, commemorative silver proof five mark, Durer
1971D (4); Fontane 1969G (3); (KM.125.1, 129). FDC.
(7)
$100
2076
Germany, commemorative silver proof ten mark, 200th
anniversary of birth of Arthur Schopenhauer 1988D
(5); uncirculated 800th anniversary Death of Kaiser
Friedrich Barbarossa 1990F (2); (KM.168, 174). FDC and
uncirculated. (7)
$100

2082*
Hong Kong, Edward VII, fifty cents 1904, (KM.15). Bright,
nearly extremely fine.
$120
2083
Hong Kong, assorted range of issues mostly post 1960,
includes five, ten, fifty and dollar coins mostly in 2x2
described packets. Fine - uncirculated. (49)
$80

2077
Germany, East, collection of various dates from 1950 to
1983, includes one pfennig (10), five pfennig (4), ten pfennig
(5), fifty pfennig, one mark, two mark, five mark (6), ten
mark (8), twenty mark (8), includes many commemorative
issues. In 2x2 holders, mostly very fine - uncirculated. (44)
$50
2078
Great Britain, British Trade dollar, 1900 (KM.T5). Full mint
bloom, uncirculated.
$100

2084
Ancient India, Post Gupta, Cholas, Raja Raja Coinage (9851014); Base gold 1/8-Kahavanu (7), Obv. tiger seated looking
right at two upright fish, Rev. two-line Nagari legend (Mitch,
Tamilnadu 330-331). Generally very fine. (7)
$200

In a slab by NGC as MS 63.

Ex Baldwin's Hong Kong Auction 53, (lot 1206).

2085
India, ancient punch-marked issues (11); Medieval copper
South India including Chera kingdom c.1310-1380, (10),
(M.809-812); Lords of Sivaganga and others (10), c.18th
century; Indo Sassanian base silver drachms, (12), c.8501100 (cf.M.419-438); others (1). Mostly fine a few better.
(44)
$100

2086*
India, Mysore, Haides Ali (1761-1782), gold pagoda (3.41g)
Siva & Parvati, crescent of grains (KM.15). Good very
fine.
$200

2079*
Greece, Republic, copper lepton, 1828 (KM.1). Brown and
red, good extremely fine and rare.
$500

Ex Jon Saxton Collection.
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2091
Indonesia - Malay Peninsula, post Shrivajaya Empire, tin
canoe coinage 14-18th century, and maybe much later, each
canoe has a central looped support various sizes from a length
of 47mm to 85mm, and weight ranges 22.0g - 50.5 g, most
with decoration on the sides of the canoe, types not noted in
Tony Lye's book or Opitz. Mostly very fine, all rare. (7)
$60

part

2087*
India, an interesting accumulation, copy of Mughal square
rupee of Muhammad Jahagir, Agra mint, other rupees (3)
including native state Banswara, Lakshman Singh, 18441905, silver Nazarana Rupee (8.02 g), Struck 1870, obv.
and rev, "Samsatraba" within frame, (KM 23) (illustrated);
Nawanagar, silver kori (KM.10) etc, ( 17); other fractional
rupees Kutch etc (5); Mysore copper types (2); other native
state copper (3), others (2). Mostly fine or better. (33)
$150

2092
Indonesia, large iron ball money, 16-18th century, all with
etched Arabic scrip, weight 67.90 g and 65.75 g, (uncertain
status, but believed to be used in Borneo) (cf.M.3986-3998,
[p.474-6, World of Islam]). Fine - very fine. (2)
$50
Ex B.W.Holt Collection.

2093
Indonesia, Banka Island, Chinese Gongsi tin cash, mostly
with attribution, c.1700, a number in 2X2 described, a good
study collection, mostly round with square holes, a few with
additional holes, (cf.Millies Plates XX-XXI). Mostly fine,
some rare. (21)
$200
2094
Indonesia, Sumatra, Sultantate of Palembang and nearby
areas, anonymous tin pitji, c.1700, a number in 2X2
described, some with dates, a good study collection, mostly
round with circular holes, a few with octagonal shapes,
some without holes, (cf.M.3127-8). Mostly fine, some rare.
(223)
$300
2095
Indonesia, Sumatra, Sultantate of Palembang and nearby
areas, anonymous tin pitji, c.1700, a number in 2X2
described, some with dates, a good study collection, mostly
round with circular holes, a few with octagonal shapes,
some without holes, (cf.M.3127-8). Mostly fine, some rare.
(276)
$300

part

2088*
India, British, Queen Victoria - George V, quarter annas
1889 (reverse die clashed), 1916, 1917 (4.81g), 1933 (4.88g)
and 1921 proof restrike (KM.486, 512). Red uncirculated
- FDC. (5)
$100
Ex Jon Saxton Collection.

2096
Indonesia, Banka Island, Chinese Gongsi tin cash, mostly
with attribution, c.1700, a number in 2X2 described, a good
study collection, mostly round with square holes, a few with
additional holes (cf.Millies Plates XX-XXI). Mostly fine,
some rare. (22)
$200

2089*
Indonesia, Srivijaya Kingdom, (c.680-1250 A.D.), tin unit,
17mm, (9.66 g), obv. Makara fish to left in plain field, rev.
seal with central letter, (cf.Mitchiner [Non Islamic.., p.397).
Very fine, unpublished and of extreme rarity.
$100
2090
Indonesia - Malay Peninsula, Srivijaya Empire, Palembang,
mostly damaged missing legs or broken parts of tin animal
etc coinage of the 13-14 century, a) monkey Hanuman obv.
head, rev. scorpion or Arabic inscription in rectangular
frame, of unusual shape; b) king on horseback; c) tin horse;
d) pig; none of these noted in Tony Lye's book. Fine - very
fine, all rare. (4)
$40

2097*
Indonesia - Malay Peninsula, post Srivijaya Empire,
tin animal coinage, large winged dragon like mythical
creature, believed to be much later (18th century SS p.174),
68x120mm (72.84 g), type not noted in Tony Lye's book.
Extremely fine and very rare.
$300
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2101*
Italy, Pavia, Galeazzo II, Visconti of Milan, (1359-1378),
silver pegione, (2.196 grams), obv. helmet with dragon crest,
around GALEAZ VICECOMES D MEDIOLANI PP 3C,
rev. St. Sirus seated facing, around S.SIRVS PAPIA, (Biaggi
1844). Good fine and rare.
$50
2102
Italy, Venice, Jacopo Tiepolo (1229-1249), silver grosso,
(2.10 g), obv. S.M.VENETI IA TEVPL DUX, doge standing
left, St. mark standing right, cross between, rev. IC XC Christ
seated on throne (Biaggi 2769, Pao. 1 [p.17]); Antonio Venier
(1382-1400), silver grosso, (1.62 g), obv. S.M.VENETI
ANTO VENERIO, Doge kneeling before St. Mark, DVX in
field, rev. Christ seated on throne, +TIBE LAVS 3 GLORIA,
(Biaggi 2855). Fine or better. (2)
$100

2098*
Indonesia - Malay Peninsula, post Srivijaya Empire, tin
animal coinage, large winged mythical creature like a garuda
bird, believed to be much later (18th century SS p.174),
127x140mm (110 g), type not noted in Tony Lye's book.
Extremely fine and very rare.
$300

2103
Jamaica, Queen Victoria, farthing, 1887 (KM.15). Original
mint bloom, uncirculated.
$60
In a slab by NGC as MS63.

2099*
Islamic, Umayyad, Al-Walid I, (86-96 A.H.; A.D. 705-715),
silver dirham, Sabur mint, 93 (711-2), (2.95 g), (BMC 417,
A.128). Extremely fine.
$80

2100*
Italy, Naples and Sicily, Friedrich III of Aragon, (14961501), silver carlino, struck by the Mintmaster Gian Carlo
Tramontano, obv. Crowned bust right; T behind, rev. flaming
book (eight flames and eight "flamelettes"), (cf. CNI XIX
pg. 246, 19; Pannuti 5; Biaggi 1706). Toned, good very fine
and rare.
$700
2104*
Japan, large copper charm, 57mm, (43.06g), obv. horse
carrying load, with other figures holding rein, around square
hole, rev. waves and character T'ai abovewaves. Cast with a
high level of sophistication, very fine and rare.
$100
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2109*
Korea, Early Yi Dynasty, King In-jo, (c.1625), Korea's
Current Treasury coinage, 45mm, (34.84 g), round coin
with square central hole, obv. 'Cho Son T'ong Bo', rev. value
ten (10), (Alan D., Craig, 'The Coins of Korea', (1955) No.
MC16 [p.39]). Fine and very rare.
$100
Craig describes and illustrates this coinage and notes as very rare.

2105*
Japan, silver yen, meiji 13 (1880) (KM.YA25.2). Uneven
toned, extremely fine.
$250

2110*
Korea, Yi Dynasty, 'Sang P'Yong T'ong Bo' (Always even
Currency), Treasury Department 'Hojo', 'Ho' above, issue
of King Yi Hyong (1864-1897), copper one hundred mun,
issued from 1866, (Mandel 13.91.0; KM.143). Fine - very
fine.
$120

2106*
Japan, silver yen, meiji 21 (1888) (KM.YA25.3). Good very
fine.
$150
2107
Japan, silver yen, meiji 27 (1894) (KM.YA25.3); together
with Japan, five yen note for issue of 1934 for Taiwan. Good
very fine; very fine. (2)
$120

2111
Lithuania, Sigismund I (1506-1544), silver half groschen
1511, Wilmo mint, (Saurma 5511, Kop.3134); Sigismund
II (1544-1572), silver half groschen, 1547, Wilmo mint,
(Kop.3239); Poland, Second Republic 1919-1939, 50 groszy
1923 warsaw mint, (Kop.2845, KM.Y.13); Danzig, 5 pfennig,
1923, (KM.142). Very fine, all in packets described. (4)
$100

2108
Japan, Meiji era, silver trade dollar, yr 8 (1875) (KM.Y.14).
Brooch pin removed from reverse, cleaned, very fine.
$100

part

2112*
Lithuania, Sigismund I, (1506-1544) silver half groschen
1521 (illustrated), (Sauma 5521); Sigismund August,
(1548-1572) silver half groschen 1550, 1556, 1563 and
1564 (Saurma 5562, 5568, 5575 and 5576). Very good
- extremely fine. (5)
$120

2113
Lithuania, Sigismund August, (1548-1572) silver half
groschen 1547, 1556 (Saurma 5559, 5568). Extremely
fine. (2)
$100
Both slabbed, first by NNC as AU58, second NGC as XF40.

lot 2109
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part

2114*
Lithuania, Sigismund August, (1548-1572) silver half
groschen 1548 (illustrated), 1556, 1559 and 1562 (Saurma
5560, 5568, 5571 and 5574). Very fine - extremely fine.
(4)
$120

2120*
Mexico, Philip V (1724-1746 second reign), silver eight
reales 1734MF, Mexico City, pillar dollar type (KM.103).
Good very fine.
$300

2115
Lithuania, Sigismund August, (1548-1572) silver half
groschen 1550, 1555, 1561 and 1562 (Saurma 5562, 5567,
5573 and 5574). Very fine - extremely fine. (4)
$120
2116
Lithuania, Sigismund August, (1548-1572) silver half
groschen 1550 and 1551 (Saurma 5562 and 5563). Nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$120
Both slabbed by NGC and AU55.

2121*
Mexico, Philip V (1724-1746 second reign), silver eight reales
1738MF, Mexico City, pillar dollar type (KM.103). Good
very fine/very fine, with dirty reverse.
$200

part

2117*
Lithuania, Stephan, (1575-1586) silver three groschen 1582,
1586 (Saurma 5595, 5600) (both illustrated); Sigismund III,
(1587-1632) silver three groschen 1595 (Saurma 5617), silver
groschen 1626 (Gum. 1324). Mostly very fine. (4)
$120
2122*
Mexico, Philip V (1724-1746 second reign), silver eight
reales 1739MF, Mexico City, pillar dollar type (KM.103).
Good very fine.
$300

2118
Medieval coins, a small group in silver including Abbasid
dirhem AH 181 from Al Mohammadiyah mint (Teheran,
Iran), other silver (3). First coin good very fine, others very
good - fine. (4)
$60

2123*
Mexico, Philip V (1724-1746 second reign), silver eight
reales 1740MF, Mexico City, pillar dollar type (KM.103).
Nearly extremely fine.
$500

2119*
Mexico, Philip V, silver four reales, 1733MF, mm Mo
(KM.94). Worn smoothly, very good and very rare.
$500
Ex Professor Keith Bullen Collection.
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2124*
Mexico, Philip V (1724-1746 second reign), silver eight reales
1743MF, Mexico City, pillar dollar type (KM.103). Uneven
tone, good very fine.
$200

2128*
Mexico, Ferdinand VI (1746-1759), silver eight reales
1750MF, Mexico City, pillar dollar type (KM.104.1). Good
very fine.
$300

2125*
Mexico, Philip V (1724-1746 second reign), silver eight
reales 1746MF, Mexico City, pillar dollar type (KM.103).
Good very fine.
$300

2129*
Mexico, Ferdinand VI (1746-1759), silver eight reales
1751MF, Mexico City, pillar dollar type (KM.104.1). Good
very fine.
$300

2126*
Mexico, Ferdinand VI (1746-1759), silver eight reales
1748MF, Mexico City, pillar dollar type (KM.103). Light
tone, good very fine.
$300

2130*
Mexico, Charles III (1759-1788), silver eight reales 1769MF,
Mexico City, pillar dollar type (KM.104.1). Good very
fine.
$400

2127*
Mexico, Ferdinand VI (1746-1759), silver eight reales
1749MF, Mexico City, pillar dollar type (KM.104.1). Good
very fine.
$300

2131*
Mexico, Ferdinand VI (1746-1759), silver eight reales
1754MF, Mexico City, pillar dollar type (KM.104.2). Good
very fine.
$300
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2132*
Mexico, Ferdinand VI (1746-1759), silver eight reales
1757MM, Mexico City, pillar dollar type (KM.104.2).
Good very fine.
$350

2136*
Netherlands, Zeeland Province, silver lion daalder, (26.28
g), dated 1528 (sic) (2 appears altered from a 9, obv. knight
to left looking to right, shield below, around MO NO ARG
ORDIN HOL, 15 28, rev. rampant lion to left, around
DOMINE SERVA NOS PERIMVS, (D.8870). Fine with
altered date possibly by a mounting in this area.
$100
Ex Alan Jordan Collection.

2133*
Mexico, Empire of Iturbide, Augustine (1822-1823), silver
eight reales, 1822JM, Mexico City Mint, (KM.310). Toned,
good fine and scarce.
$150

2137*
Netherlands, Zeeland, silver ducat, 1774 (KM.52.1). Good
very fine.
$300

Ex Alan Jordan Collection.

Ex W.H.Lampard Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 78B (lot 2837).

2138*
Netherlands, Zeeland, six stuiver, 1750 (KM.102.3). Grey
tone, nearly extremely fine.
$100

2134*
Netherlands Low Countries, Holland, lion daalder, 1576
(KM.11). Nearly fine.
$150

2135
Netherlands, Utrecht, silver ducaton, 1791 (Dav 1832,
KM.92.1). Toned, contact marks in fields, nearly extremely
fine.
$130
In a slab by NGC as MS61.

2139*
Netherlands, Willem II, two and a half gulden, 1848
(KM.69.2). Good very fine.
$100
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2140
Netherland East Indies, Java, British East India Company,
copper half stivers as native copies, various dates from
1810, (KM.241) (11). All water worn and heavily cleaned
and very underweight; similar various VOC (United East
India Company) doits (9), some double struck, generally
heavily cleaned issues from 1734, 1789, 1808 (2), 1810 and
uncertain dates. All appear to come from the same group,
fair - fine. (20)
$60
2141
Palau, silver five dollars, 1994 commemorative of
independence, obv. mermaid and Neptune, rev. coloured
nautilus and seascape, (KM.9). FDC, cased. (7)
$120

2149*
Poland, Sigismund III, (1587-1632), silver six groschen,
[15]96, Malbork mint, (Saurma 5276, Gum. 1151,
Kop.1240); another silver ort (18 grozy - 1/4 thaler), 1623
(KM.37, Kop.1279). Very fine or better. (2)
$150
2150
Poland and Livonia, Sigismund III, (1587-1632), silver three
polker Poland various dates 1621, 1622, 1623, 1624, 1625
etc., (KM.41); Livonia, under Sweden, Riga mint, Gustaf II
Adolphus (1611-1632) 1624, 1625, etc. (KM.8). A hoard,
mostly very good - very fine. (130)
$300

2142
Palestine, British Administration, one mil, 1927 (3), 1935 (4),
1939, 1941 (9), 1942 (2), 1943, 1944 (2), 1946 (2) (KM.1)
(24); five mils, 1935 (5), 1939 (3), 1941, 1946 (4), bronze
issues 1942 (4) (KM.3 3a) (17); ten mils, 1927 (2), 1933
(2), 1939 (6), 1940 (3), 1941, bronze issues 1942 (6), 1943
(KM.4, 4a) (21); twenty mils, 1927 (2), 1933 (2), 1935 (4),
bronze 1942 (KM.5, 5a) (9); fifty mils, 1927 (6), 1933, 1935
(5), 1939 (2), 1940, 1942 (KM.6) (16); one hundred mils,
1927 (3), 1935 (2) (KM.7) (5). Poor - extremely fine. (92)
$200
2143
Panama, Republic, five centesimos, 1916 (KM.2). Very fine
and scarce, one toned. (2)
$100
2144
Panama, 1904-1966, five centesimos - half balboa, mixed
quantities of assorted dates, includes twenty five centesimos,
1904 (2) (KM.4). Fair - extremely fine. (total weight 220g;
.900 fine)
$150

2151*
Portuguese Malacca, Manuel I (1511-1521), tin bastardo,
issued 1511-1521, Malacca mint, 1st and 2nd issue, obv.
armillary sphere, inscription around 'D M P R DE PV S
OR D I E MALA', rev. cross of the Order of the Knights of
Christ, around CRVX XPI NOSTRE SPES UNICA', (Saran
Singh M.05). Extremely fine and scarce.
$150

2145
Persia (Iran), Tabriz, c.17th century, AE 18, obv. rat or bull
standing right, within circle, rev. traces of legend with circle,
(cf.Valentine 107, p.145, 22, p.131). Fine and in a slab
described as rat coinage c1400 AD.
$50
2146
Philippines, silver fifty centavos 1921 (3), (KM.171),
1944S, (KM.183); twenty centavos 1938M (2), (KM.182);
ten centavos 1938M, (2), (KM.191). Extremely fine uncirculated, mostly brilliant. (8)
$120

Slabbed by NGC as XF 45.

2147
Poland, Sigismund I, (1506-1548), silver groschen 1547
(Saurma 5293, Gum.491, Kop.432); Sigismund III,
(1587-1632), silver three groschen, (15)97, Posnam mint,
(Kop.1061); another Bydgoszcz mint (Saurma 5370,
Gum.1060, Kop.1071). Fine - very fine in described packets.
(3)
$120

2152*
Portuguese Malacca, Manuel I (1511-1521), tin bastardo,
issued 1511-1521, Malacca mint, 1st and 2nd issue, obv.
armillary sphere, inscription around 'D M P R DE PV S
OR D I E MALA', rev. cross of the Order of the Knights of
Christ, around CRVX XPI NOSTRE SPES UNICA', (Saran
Singh M.10). Extremely fine and scarce.
$150

2148
Poland, Sigismund III (1587-1632), silver groschen 1605
(KM.11); silver three polker 1824, (KM.41); Johann Casimir
(1649-1668), silver six groschen, 1662? (KM.91). Fair - very
fine. (3)
$100

Slabbed by NGC as AU 50.
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2156*
Portuguese Malacca, Manuel I (1511-1521), tin soldo, issued
1511-1521, Malacca mint, 1st issue, obv. cross of Knights of
Christ around 'NOSTRE SPES VNICA', rev. the armillary
sphere, (Saran Singh M.27). Extremely fine and scarce.
$150

2153*
Portuguese Malacca, Manuel I (1511-1521), tin bastardo,
issued 1511-1521, Malacca mint, 1st and 2nd issue, obv.
armillary sphere, inscription around 'D M P R DE PV S
OR D I E MALA', rev. cross of the Order of the Knights of
Christ, around CRVX XPI NOSTRE SPES UNICA', (Saran
Singh M.12). Extremely fine and scarce.
$150

Slabbed by NGC as XF 45.

Slabbed by NGC as XF 45.

2157*
Portuguese Malacca, Manuel I (1511-1521), tin soldo, issued
1511-1521, Malacca mint, 1st issue, obv. cross of Knights of
Christ around 'NOSTRE SPES VNICA', rev. the armillary
sphere, (Saran Singh M.27). Extremely fine and scarce.
$150
Slabbed by NGC as AU details.

2154*
Portuguese Malacca, Manuel I (1511-1521), tin bastardo,
issued 1511-1521, Malacca mint, 3rd issue, obv. arms of
Portugal, inscription around 'I EMANVEL R P ET A D
GVINEA', rev. the armillary sphere, (Saran Singh M.20).
Extremely fine and scarce.
$150
Slabbed by NGC as XF 45.

2158*
Portuguese Malacca, Joao III (1521-1557), tin soldo, issued
after 1521, Lisbon for Malacca mint, obv. cross of St. George,
inscription around 'IOA III POR ET AL R', rev. the armillary
sphere, (Saran Singh J.3.07). Extremely fine and scarce.
$100
Slabbed by NGC as XF 40.

2155*
Portuguese Malacca, Manuel I (1511-1521), tin bastardo,
issued 1511-1521, Malacca mint, 3rd issue, obv. arms of
Portugal, inscription around 'I EMANVEL R P ET A D
GVINEA', rev. the armillary sphere, (Saran Singh M.24).
Extremely fine and scarce.
$150

2159*
Portuguese Malacca, Joao III (1521-1557), tin bastardo,
issued after 1521, Malacca mint, obv. crude version of arms
of Portugal, inscription around 'IOHANES 3 PV', rev. the
armillary sphere, (Saran Singh J.3.08). Extremely fine and
scarce.
$100

Slabbed by NGC as AU 53.

Slabbed by NGC as XF 40.
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2160*
Portuguese Malacca, Joao III (1521-1557), tin dinheiro,
issued after 1521, Malacca mint, obv. cross of the order of
Christ in corners inscription 'I S M A', rev. the armillary
sphere, (Saran Singh J.3.12). Extremely fine and scarce.
$100

2164*
Portuguese Malacca, Dom Sebastiano (1557-1578), tin
dinheiro, issued after 1551, Malacca mint, obv. crowned
arms of Portugal, within a circle, rev. crude representation
of a sailing ship, the nao?, (Saran Singh S.19). Extremely
fine and scarce.
$150

Slabbed by NGC as AU 58.

Slabbed by NGC as AU 55.

2161*
Portuguese Malacca, Dom Sebastiano (1557-1578), tin
bastardo, issued after 1551, Malacca mint, obv. crowned
arms of Portugal, three large dots each side of shield, rev.
three crossed arrows, S B across, surrounded by a ring of
alternate stars and dots, (Saran Singh S.01). Extremely fine
and scarce.
$150

2165*
Russia, Catherine II, (1762-1796), rouble, 1764, St.
Petersburg mint, (KM.C.67.2a). Lightly toned, good very
fine or better.
$450

Slabbed by NGC as XF 45.

2162*
Portuguese Malacca, Dom Sebastiano (1557-1578), tin
bastardo, issued after 1551, Malacca mint, obv. crowned
arms of Portugal, three large dots each side of shield, rev.
three crossed arrows, S B across, surrounded by a ring of
alternate stars and dots, and dots in outer ring, (Saran Singh
S.05). Extremely fine and scarce.
$150
Slabbed by NGC as AU 50.

part

2163*
Portuguese Malacca, Dom Sebastiano (1557-1578), tin
soldo, issued after 1551, Malacca mint, obv. two crossed
arrows, dot on each side, rev. armillary sphere, (Saran Singh
S.10). Extremely fine and scarce.
$100

2166*
Russia, various coins, silver rouble 1878, (KM.Y25); copper
five kopecks 1788EM (KM.C.59.3) (illustrated); silver ten
kopecks 1747 (KM.C16a) (illustrated); silver five kopecks
1830 (KM.C156); copper one pulushka 1768 (KM.C55.3);
copper one kopeck 1832 (KM.C138.1); Finland one markka
1865 (KM.3.1). Very fine - extremely fine. (7)
$600

Slabbed by NGC as AU 55.
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2174
South Africa, proof sets, 1968, 1978, 1980, 1982, 1983
(KM.PS73, 103, 109, 117, 120); proof silver one rand, 1985
(KM.116). Some toning, otherwise FDC. (6)
$70
2167*
Sarawak, C.Brooke, ten cents, 1911H (KM.9). Good very
fine.
$100

2175
South Africa, mint sets, 1967, 1968, 1970-1985 (KM.1, 3,
7-22) (18); various other issues, many in silver, half cent five shillings (4) and one rand (5). In a small red coin album,
approx 8 sets with verdigris on silver one rand mainly around
outer edge, otherwise mostly uncirculated. (93 + 18 sets)
$250

2168
South Africa, ZAR, sixpence, 1897; shilling, 1897 (8)
(KM.5). Fine - nearly extremely fine. (9)
$100
2169
South Africa, penny set, 1923-1960 complete, another set,
1924-1960 missing 1926, 1928, 1932, 1933, 1947; farthings,
1924 (3), 1932 (21), 1952, 1953 (30); silver threepences (2);
other decimal copper issues (mostly with mint red) (23).
Good - uncirculated. (147)
$50

2176*
Southern Rhodesia, George V, proof halfcrown, 1932
(KM.5). Toned, good extremely fine.
$200

2170*
South Africa, George VI, proof shillings, 1947 and 1950.
Light golden tones, FDC. (2)
$150

2177*
Southern Rhodesia, Elizabeth II, halfcrown, 1954 (KM.31).
Uncirculated.
$120

2171*
South Africa, George VI, proof shilling, 1948. Nearly
FDC.
$250
2172
South Africa, George VI, crowns, 1947 and 1951 (KM.31,
40.2). Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$80

2178*
Spain, Philip IV, (1621-1665), cob eight reales, 1650, (50
visible) Madrid mint, Assayer A (visible), (cfKM.39.5). Dark
patination, good fine and very rare.
$250

2173
South Africa, Elizabeth II, farthing, 1955, halfpenny, 1958,
penny, 1959, threepence, 1956, sixpence, 1958, shilling,
1958, two shillings, 1958, two and a half shillings, 1955, five
shillings, 1958 (KM. 44-52). Very fine - gem uncirculated.
(9)
$50

2179
Spain, Philip IV, (1621-1665), cob eight reales, undated,
probably Segovia mint, (25.31g), assayer off flan [c1620s],
(cf.KM.39.5). Fair - very good.
$60
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2185
Straits Settlements, Edward VII, silver dollar, 1903, B incuse
(KM.25). Extremely fine.
$100

2180*
Straits Settlements, Queen Victoria, twenty cents 1874H
(KM.12). Nearly extremely fine, rare.
$300

2186*
Straits Settlements, George V, silver dollar, 1919 (KM.33).
Nearly extremely fine.
$150
2181*
Straits Settlements, Queen Victoria, twenty cents 1877
(KM.12). Nearly very fine, scarce.
$120

2187
Switzerland, one franc, 1937 and 1939 (KM. 24), five
centimes 1907, ten centimes 1928. The first proof-like, others
mostly uncirculated. (4)
$80
2188
Thailand, porcelain gambling tokens, 19th century (5);
tiger tongue money, large; small boat money; Great Britain,
halfpenny token, Birmingham Copper Company, 1794. Fine
- extremely fine. (8)
$100
2189
Tonga, mint sets, 1974 (5) (KM.MS8), also part set,
1974 (KM.28, 31, 33, 37); silver proof set, 1975 (KM.
PS11)(toned). Uncirculated. (47 coins)
$170

2182*
Straits Settlements, Queen Victoria, fifty cents 1898 (KM.13).
Nearly very fine, scarce.
$200

2183*
Straits Settlements, Queen Victoria, fifty cents 1901 (KM.13).
Nearly very fine, scarce.
$150

2190*
USA, colonial, George I, Rosa Americana twopence, 1723,
by William Wood (15.4g). Slightly porous, otherwise nearly
very fine and rare.
$450

2184*
Straits Settlements, Edward VII, fifty cents 1903 (KM.23).
Very fine, scarce.
$250

2191*
USA, colonial, Ireland, George III, Voce Populi halfpenny,
1760. Very fine and scarce in this condition.
$200
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2202
USA, California gold tokens set of ten in gold plated brass;
also Mexico 8ct gold Maximilian miniature coins 1865 (2).
The first in hard plastic display pack, the other two in sealed
pack, uncirculated. (12)
$50
Ex H.Carlsson Collection.

2192*
USA, half cent, classic head type, 1834. Brown tone,
extremely fine.
$150

2203
World coins, crown size silver, Australia 1937; Bermuda,
1959; New Zealand 1949; U.S.A. dollar 1925. Nearly
extremely fine - uncirculated. (4)
$120

2193
USA, one cent, 1827, 1880, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1901, 1902,
1907 (2), 1911S (3), 1912S (4), 1916, 1916d, 1925S. Good
- extremely fine. (19)
$220

2204
World coins, many in silver including Australia, ten dollars,
1982 (5 in packs of issue), one ounce koala, 2010, 1927
Canberra florin, 1937 crown; Germany, Baden, half gulden,
1866; Great Britain, sixpences, 1820, 1901, shilling, 1787,
halfcrown, 1890; some USA from half dollars down, also
medalets and two Canadian bank tokens, 1837, 1842 and
Bouquet Sous. Poor - uncirculated. (approx 150)
$300

2194
USA, Indian head one cent, 1874. Chocolate brown, nearly
extremely fine.
$50
2195
USA, Lincoln cents, 1911S (3), 1912S (3); two cents, 1865.
All very fine or better. (7)
$150
2196
USA, Lincoln cents, mostly 2000s issues. Full mint red,
uncirculated. (10kg)
$100
2197
USA, three cents, 1853; half dime, 1847, 1853; five cents,
1895, 1899, 1903, 1910, 1931 (2); dimes, 1862, 1890, 1892,
1902, 1912, 1916, 1919, 1926, 1942; quarter dollar, 1942S;
half dollar, 1941S, 1942S. Good - good very fine. (22)
$130

part

2205*
World Coins, mostly crown size, Australia (1966 fifty cents
(13), Austria, China, Cyprus (1928 forty five piastes), Canada
by type from 1935, South Africa, Isle of Man, Malaysia,
British Trade dollar, 1899, Great Britain, four shillings, 1887,
crowns from 1889-1935 and later, Philippines, including
peso, 1903S (nearly uncirculated), peso 1897. All in black
plastic album with list, very fine - uncirculated. (198)
$750

part

2198*
USA, Barber dimes, 1894, 1908. The first fine and scarce,
the second very fine. (2)
$60
2199
USA, Mercury dime, 1941. Brilliant uncirculated.
$60

Ex D.S.Gray Collection.

2200
USA, Liberty standing quarter, 1917. Wear on high points,
otherwise extremely fine.
$80

2206
World coins, an assortment of silver and base metal issues,
includes Australia, 1937 crowns (2), 1927 florins (2);
Great Britain, 1797 twopence, crowns: 1887, 1889, 1890,
1900, 1902, double florin, 1887, florin 1872, British Trade
Dollar 1901; Indian rupees, 1912 and 1938; also an 18ct
engagement ring (missing diamond). Poor - extremely fine.
(approx 200)
$500

2201
USA, Morgan dollar, 1888 (KM.110). Full mint bloom,
uncirculated.
$100
In a slab by WCG as MS 67.
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2207
World coins, mostly minors, including Australian decimal
and threepences, New Zealand, New Guinea 1935-1945. All
in two personalised plastic albums and five press-in albums,
fair - uncirculated. (approx 800)
$400

2215
World coins, modern minors, c1950-1990, including Austria,
Barbados, Ecuador, Gibraltar, Luxembourg, Romania,
Thailand, USA, Vietnam. In an album, uncirculated. (305)
$100
2216
World coins, Azores, twenty reis, 1865 (KM.15); France,
2nd Empire, Napoleon III, five francs, 1870A (KM.799.1).
Very fine; fine. (2)
$50

Ex D.S.Gray Collection.

2208
World coins, including Australia (includes 1946 penny),
Great Britain, including Edward I-II pennies of London and
Canterbury; German East Africa, rupie, 1912; Fiji, halfpenny,
1940; Mexico, eight reales, 1817II. All in personalised plastic
album, fine - uncirculated. (55)
$300

2217
World coins, Africa and Middle East, coins include British
West AFrica two shillings, 1946H, (KM.24); East Africa
shilling 1922H, 1924 (KM.21), twenty five cents 1913
(KM.10); others from Egypt, Morocco, Turkey, Belgian
Congo and Cameroon. Mostly very fine or better. (10)
$90

Ex D.S.Gray Collection (with list).

2218
World coins, Asia, a range of issues, including Burma kyat
(rupee), 1852 (KM.10) (VF); Straits Settlements five cents
1891 (EF), one cent 1907 (gVF); others from French IndoChina (8) and Ceylon, 1912 cent. Mostly very fine or better.
(12)
$100

2209
World Coins, including Australia; Austria two schilling,
1934; Germany; New Zealand; USA, including 1909S
quarter; South Africa, ZAR halfcrown, 1897. All in an album
in 2x2 holders, poor - extremely fine. (90)
$180

2219
World coins, Canada, silver dollars, 1953, 1958 Totem pole
(3), 1961, 1965 (2), 1966 (KM.54 [2], 55 [3], 64.1 [3[) (8);
Great Britain, florin, 1943 (S.4081); New Guinea, shilling,
1935 (KM.5). Fine - very fine. (10)
$100

2210
World coins, including Australia, sixpence - florin, 19461963, with some duplication; mint sets, 1972 (wallet with
griffiti), 1988; five dollars, 1988; one and two cents bulk;
Great Britain, farthings - halfcrown; assorted bank paper
coin envelopes; Papua New Guinea; South Africa. Poor
- very fine. (100s)
$120

2220
World coins, c1890-1990, mixed quantities of assorted dates,
includes Ceylon, Germany, Great Britain, Hong Kong, New
Zealand, USA. Poor - very fine. (10 kg)
$100

2211
World medalets, toy money, slot machine tokens, Australia,
Germany, Great Britain, Italy, USA. Contained in a tin, poor
- very fine. (approx 400)
$100

2221
World coins, a varied selection, mostly 1700s - 1900s,
several silver Chinese issues from Honan and Kwantung,
also a large number of various Asian cash coinage, some
others include Fiji, florins, 1934 (2), 1935 (KM.5) (3); India,
Bengal Presidency, silver Murshidabad rupee, (undated)
(KM.109); Netherlands, twenty five cents, 1901 (KM.120.2);
and various Netherlands Indies VOC issues and a variety of
other world coins and a gold plated Great Britain five pounds,
1990. Poor - extremely fine. (approx 1.1kg)
$150

2212
World coins, including Australia mostly copper (1.4 kg);
world coins (430 g); AJC Ladies membership badges and
cards 1984-1991 (5), a few banknotes, including one dollar
notes (8). Fair - uncirculated. (lot)
$30
2213
World coins, including Austria, silver commemoratives,
Germany including Hamburg, three mark, 1909J, two mark
1904J, Prussia, three mark, 1913; Hitler, portrait medal,
1933; USA, silver mint set of three, 1976, Morgan dollar,
1879; all arranged in three trays, lockable with key plus cases
of issue, sold with owner's list. Fine - FDC. (82)
$350

2222
World coins, Cook Islands, proof gold twenty five dollars,
1996 (KM.298) Mickey Mouse; proof silver one dollar, 1997
(KM.308.1) Princess Diana; France, proof silver one hundred
francs, series 1996 Olympics (4), Discus (2) (KM.1047),
Javelin (2) (KM.1048); New Zealand, proof silver cameo
twenty dollars, 1995 (KM.100). In cases of issue with
certificates, FDC. (7)
$200

2214
World silver coins, Austria, three kreuzer (2) 1668 and
undated, Maria Theresa thaler, 1780 (restrike), twenty five
schilling, 1956; Bahamas, one dollar and two dollars, 1972;
Bahrain, five hundred fils, 1968; Belgium, fifty francs 1939
and 1958; Bermuda, one dollar, 1972; Canada, dollar, 1953;
Cook Islands, five dollars, 1978 and Roman, Gordian III,
antoninianus. Very fine - uncirculated. (13)
$220

2223
World silver coins, Czechoslovakia, ten korun, 1928, twenty
korun, 1934 and 1937, fifty korun, 1949 and one hundred
korun, 1949; India, rupee, 1908; Iran, two krans, AH1335,
silver medallic issue, AH1344; Japan, twenty sen, 1885, 1906
(2), 1909, fifty sen, 1912 (2); Lithuania, ten litu, 1936. Fine
- uncirculated. (15)
$130
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2224
World silver coins, Denmark, five kroner, 1960 and 1964;
Fiji , shilling, 1935; Germany, Bavaria, two mark, 1900D;
Hamburg, two mark, 1901J; Netherlands, five cents, 1908
(nickel), twenty five cents, 1919, two and a half gulden,
1960; Netherland Antilles, two and a half gulden, 1964.
Fine - uncirculated. (9)
$100

2225
World coins, c1870-1980, mixed quantities of assorted
dates, includes East Africa, France, Great Britain, Jamaica,
Malaysia, Poland. Poor - very fine. (10.9 kg)
$120

part

2228*
World coins, mostly silver issues, including Germany, Saxony,
thaler, 1644, Bavaria, five mark, 1907D, Baden, two mark,
1906; German East Africa, rupie, 1913J; Hungary, twenty
krajczar, 1848 (KM.422); Mexico, Charles IIII, four reales,
1804TH; brooch mounted coins (3) and an enamelled florin
1887 additionally engraved as love token 'Alfred Stern Nov
1887'; uninscribed prize medal by Fray of Bham., hallmarked
Mn & Wb (Mappin & Webb); military officer portrait
plaque. Fine - uncirculated. (17)
$200

part

2226*
World tokens, a selection from Europe, Asia, New Zealand,
Canada, South Africa, includes Sweden C.C. Sporrong
& Co Stockholm, five ore; Hungary commodity token
'Kludske Chvalovic Mlyn 2kg', USA, Roben and Newell
Billiards/Lunch Token, Longview, Wash. '25'; New Zealand
railways tool check '47'; The China and General Omnibus
Co, three cents. Many described in 2x2 holders, mostly fine
- extremely fine. (24)
$120

2229
World coins, and medals, James I, medalet in silver; France,
silver jeton of Paris, 1736; Japan, Kobe Coronation Fete,
1902, for Edward VII in bronze; Ghana, proof silver ten
shillings, 1958 and Canada dollar, 1951. Very fine - FDC.
(5)
$150
2230
World coins, Great Britain, proof sets, 1970 (2), 1971,
1981; Republic of Panama, proof set, 1975 (missing outer
cover); Cook Islands, proof set, 1975 (missing outer cover);
Commonwealth of Bahamas, proof set, 1974 issued by the
Franklin Mint. In cases of issue, FDC. (7)
$150

2227
World coins, Germany, Brunswick-Luneburg-Calenburg,
Ernst August (1679-1698), silver four mariengroschen 1681
HB (KM.277); other coins include Great Britain penny 1797;
Jersey 1/12 shilling 1894; South Africa, ZAR two shillings
1892; Sumatra, East India Company 1804/1219AH keping
(KM.263) another on thick planchet (KM.262); Danzig,
silver two gulden 1923 (KM.146). Mostly very fine, several
scarce. (8)
$200

2231
World Coins, including Great Britain, 1797 pennies (3),
1951 crown (cased); Russia, USSR rouble, 1924; Panama
'pill' 1904 2-1/2 centesimos; Germany, five mark, 1935A
and minors (7); also medals, Australia, WA set of four
1979, Mail Coach holey dollar and dump in case, German
good luck medal, 1950. Some in holders and cases. Fair
- uncirculated. (28)
$150

First coin in a slab by ANACS as VF 35.
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2232
World coins, viz: Great Britain, double florin, 1887,
halfcrowns, 1956, 1957, crown 1977; New Zealand,
halfcrown 1943, Egypt, twenty quirsh, 1914H; Hungary,
Rudolf, denar, 1593; USA, dollar, 1923S; Gibraltar, 1990,
1991 one and two pence; Eire, cent euro, 2002, Portugal
100 and 200 escudos 1990, 1991. All in 2x2 holders, very
fine - uncirculated. (15)
$120

2239
World silver coins, Macau, one pataca, 1952 (2); Netherlands,
West Friesland, two stuivers (2), 1752 and 1767; Netherlands,
Holland, two stuivers (2), 1765 and 1775; Norway, ten
kroner, 1964; Peru, sol, 1931; Poland, Sigismund II (15871632), six groschen; Portugal, fifty escudos, 1968; Russia,
fifty kopeks and one rouble, 1924; Singapore, ten dollars,
1977; South Africa, five shillings, 1949, two shillings, 1942;
Southern Rhodesia, shilling, 1932; Straits Settlements, five
cents, 1901. Very good - uncirculated. (17)
$150

Ex Jon Saxton Collection.

2240
World coins, Mexico, Federal coinage, eight reales,
1879S Guanajuato Mint (KM.377.8) with a few Chinese
chopmarks; Netherlands, ten gulden, undated (1970)
(KM.195), also modern tokens for Seventeenth Century
Amsterdam, half florjin and one florjin, undated. Good fine
- extremely fine. (4)
$50

2233
World coins, an accumulation of diverse types including a
lot of about 100 jetons (with much duplication) of mostly
Transportation issues; collections of threepences (Great
Britain) joined together to make a bracelet; Australia
J.G.Fleming penny token, 1874; Thailand boat money small;
Mistruck India (2); World silver crowns (3) and assorted
world coins mostly from India with several in silver and a
Chile, quarter real 1812. Mostly fine - very fine. (approx
200)
$100

2241
World coins, mostly 20th century issues, all minors in
base metal, includes Euro issues (face value Euro 25.77),
also noted New Guinea threepence, 1935 (KM.3). Mostly
uncirculated. (440)
$100

2234
World coins, mostly late 1800s - 1960s with a large number
of British copper, noted 1935 farthing with mint red, also a
quantity of silver issues, includes Great Britain shillings, 1842
and 1884, Netherlands two and a half gulden, 1930, USA
Liberty standing quarter dollar, 1918S and various others;
a few world notes, mostly poor condition WWII occupation
issues (14); also an Orient Line Orcades Blue Bird Travel
& Tourist Agency Port-Said keyring. Poor - extremely fine.
(approx 3kg)
$70

2242
World coins, mostly minors, halfcrowns down size, includes
New Zealand, Great Britain (includes 1836 groat, 1846
halfcrown, 1853 florin), USA (includes dimes, 1872, 1876,
1912, 1912S, 1914S, 1916S, 1920S, 1925, 1926S, buffalo
nickel 1918S, half dollars, 1905S, 1920). All in plastic binder
album, fair - uncirculated. (222)
$250

2235
World Coins, including Great Britain, noted - 1915 florin,
New Zealand and USA, noted - 1925 Peace dollar, medals
all base metal minors, sorted into bags, also sale catalogues
including early Suttons and Blacktown Auctions, all in
carton. Fair - uncirculated. (approx 500)
$70

2243
World coins, mostly crown size in hard plastic cases for New
Zealand, Fiji, 1970, proof cupro-nickel, Tonga, Western
Samoa, proof cased, Taiwan, Sun Yat Sen Centennial of
Birthday, cased set of four, Panama, silver balboa, 1947.
Extremely fine - FDC. (35)
$100
Ex D.S.Gray Collection.

2236
World coins, mostly 1800s - 1960s, a good variety and
includes a small assortment of gem uncirculated issues, also
noted a silver rupee of India for Mughal Emperor Shah Alam
II, 1759-1806 of Awadh Mint, this coin with pierced hole
and loop fitted for wearing. Poor - uncirculated. (3.5kg)
$100

2244
World coins, Portugal and Colonies, noted Brazil 960 reis
1819R (KM.326.1) (fine); misstruck countermarked for
40 reis on an 1825 80 reis copper (KM.444); others from
Portuguese India, Mozambique and Timor. An interesting
mix, fine - uncirculated. (17)
$150

2237
World coins, mostly 20th century issues, but noted Japan,
four mon issues 1700-1800s (2), also some silver coins
including Canada, one dollar, 1965, fifty cents, 1958 and
centennial issues five cents - one dollar, 1967, USA half
dollars, 1936, 1964, and a few other world silver. Poor extremely fine. (approx 4.9kg)
$100

2245
World coins, British Commonwealth, Seychelles, silver rupee,
1939 (EF); British West Africa, penny 1940 (unc); another
two shillings 1938 KN, (unc); Jamaica, halfpenny 1887
(unc); Mauritius, ten cents 1886 (VF); Straits Settlements,
five cents 1884 (nEF). As noted above, several with full mint
bloom. (6)
$300

2238
World coins, mostly minors of Japan, Philippines, Singapore,
plus banknotes including two 1000 yen notes, quantity of
Australian pennies and halfpennies from 1912 (5Kg). Fair
- uncirculated. (approx 450)
$60

2246
World coins, an extensive collection mostly in base metal,
mid 20th century, includes South Africa, crowns, 1949,
1952, Indian rupee, 1875. All described in 2x2 holders on
46 plastic pages, very good - uncirculated. (920)
$250
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2247
World coins, Asia, Tibet, silver Knong Par tankas (3), SE
13-46 (1792, but probably struck much later) (L&M 627;
KM C60 vars); silver Ga Den tankas (6), many varieties
(L&M 628; KM Y13 vars); other tankas (3); Nepal tanka
(1); Thailand, silver bullet money, silver baht, various rulers
(10); Cambodia (2), others (5) including a coin weight. Fine
to very fine, mostly toned. (30)
$200

2256
World coins, various minor issues in base metal, 1800s 1990s, better than average selection; also replica medal of
Charles IV the Holy Roman Emperor, undated, in gilt bronze
(40mm). Poor - good very fine. (2.8kg)
$60
2257
World coins, mostly 20th century minors in base metal. Poor
- extremely fine. (5kg)
$50

Ex Hong Kong Auction Sale 53, 23 August 2012 (lot 1110 and 1113) for
coins of Tibet.

2258
World coins, noted a few crowns but mostly 20th century
minors in base metal. Poor - extremely fine. (5kg)
$50

2248
World coins, including USA, half dime, 1838; dime, 1895;
Morgan dollars, 1883, 1886O; silver ounce half dollar
Kennedy, another, Liberty quarter dollar one ounce; Austria,
Maria Theresa thaler, 1780 restrike; Canada twenty five
cents, 1918; Middle East, various minors; Fiji, sixpence,
1942S; Australia, Crothers & Co, Stawell halfpenny (A.89)
(holed); ancient Roman (9 various including Trajan denarius,
Philip I, AE 30 Viminacium, Gordian III, antonininanus),
Chinese Cash and twenty cents silver. Mostly in 2x2 holders,
many described, poor - uncirculated. (72)
$350

2259
World coins, mostly 20th century minors in base metal. Poor
- very fine. (5kg)
$50

2249
World coins, includes USA Kennedy half dollars, 1964 (40),
Eisenhower dollars (14), Morgan dollars, 1921 (2); cased
proof sets of Cook Islands, 1973, 1974 (2), 1976, Tonga,
Samoa and Great Britain cupro nickel sixpences on eleven
pages, proof sets, 1970 (3), 1973; Fiji proof set 1980,
proof fifty cents, 1979 and proof ten dollars, 1981. Fine
- uncirculated. (approx 300)
$400
2250
World coins, UNICEF, International Year of the Child, 1979
proof set of thirty silver coins, Bolivia to Zambia. In case of
issue with certificates, FDC.
$500
2251
World coins, World Wildlife Fund, Conservation series,
proof silver coin set (8 of 12), in two drawer cabinet; plus
tin with packets, leaflets and some world coins. Uncirculated
- FDC. (20)
$150
2252
World coins, a large selection of minors, mostly post
1950s issues. Mostly in packets with details, and mostly
uncirculated. (100s)
$100
2253
World coins, mostly base metal, very mixed, all in a sweets'
tin (4kg). Fair - uncirculated. (100s)
$100
2254
World coins, assortment of silver twentieth century base
metal issues (6.6kg). Fine - extremely fine. (approx 1,000)
$100
2255
World coins, base metal, mostly Great Britain, in album
pages. Fair - uncirculated. (6.5kg)
$80
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